1. PRIVACY POLICY
1.1 General

EURO.EVE-TECH.com is the controller of the processing of all personal data collected through
the Website. EURO.EVE-TECH.COM respects your privacy. EURO.EVE-TECH.COM does not
collect or process personal data through the cookies placed by EURO.EVE-TECH.COM.
EURO.EVE-TECH.COM only processes personal data that a user voluntarily provides to
EURO.EVE-TECH.COM, by means of registering on the Website for a service provided by the
Website. In compliance with Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Cap.486) of Laws of Hong
Kong, this information may include such user’s first and last name, e-mail address, date of
birth and country of residence, etc.
1.2 Transfer, storage and processing of data

The transfer, storage and processing of data collected through this Website is secured by
means of current, usual technical measures. EURO.EVE-TECH.COM may transfer your
personal data to its affiliated companies or third parties to fulfill any of the services requested
by you, which parties will process your personal data according to instructions of EURO.EVETECH.COM.

We use and follow industry standard security measures to ensure your personal information
is safe. Your personal data is encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology and
adding a new layer of security—256-bit encryption—to your online store by using HTTPS
instead of HTTP. Payments on euro.eve.tech.com are handled by our payment vendors such as
PayPal and Stripe and your credit/debit card information is retained via PayPal’s or Stripe
servers. Euro.eve-tech.com does not store or have rights to access your payment details.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee the absolute security of your personal data.

1.3 Access, correction and removal

You can request EURO.EVE-TECH.COM to provide access to the personal data it has collected
about you at any time. You can also request EURO.EVE-TECH.COM to correct or to delete such
personal data. Please send an email to customer@eve-tech.com in case you have any
questions concerning your personal data.

This Privacy and Cookie Policy may be changed over time. Such changes shall be effective
immediately upon the posting of the modified Privacy and Cookie Policy. Users of the Website
are advised to regularly read the Privacy and Cookie Policy for possible changes.

2. COOKIE POLICY
This website (euro.eve-tech.com) dedicated to Fortress Tech Distribution Ltd. (the “Website”)
uses cookies; cookies are small text files that the Website stores on your user device.
2.1 Cookies used on the Website

The Website uses cookies for the following purposes:
Functional cookies: Cookies used to enhance the user friendliness of the Website for visitors.
For example, a cookie is placed to help visitors login on the Website more efficiently. Cookies
may also be used to help speed up your future activities and experience on the Website. The

functional cookies of the Website that are stored by EURO.EVE-TECH.COM on your computer
only remain valid during your session on the Website. The Website uses cookies to compile
anonymous, aggregated statistics that allow the Website to understand how people use the
Website and to help the Website improve the structure and content. The Website or Fortress
cannot identify you personally from this information.
2.2 Analytics cookies

EURO.EVE-TECH.COM may use Google Analytics cookies, with the purpose to analyze how
visitors use the Website. EURO.EVE-TECH.COM can then make improvements to the usability
of the Website. Google only processes data obtained via the Website in an anonymous form.
Please visit www.google.com/analytics for more information on Google Analytics.
2.3 Third party cookies

The Website allows cookies of social plugins of several third parties. This enables a user to
share content of the Website on certain social networks. These plugins also enhance the user
friendliness of the Website. For example, with the Facebook plugin on the Website, users can
simply register themselves on the Website with their Facebook account details. The (use of
the) data collected by these third parties via the social plugins are exclusively determined by
such third party as EURO.EVE-TECH.COM cannot read these cookies (nor can these parties
read the cookies of EURO.EVE-TECH.COM). For information regarding the third party cookies,
please read the respective third party’s policies.
2.4 Changing your settings

By changing the settings in your web browser, you can establish that you will be given notice
if a cookie is stored on your computer. By changing settings, you can also establish that your
browser does not accept cookies from this Website. However, if your browser does not accept
cookies from this Website, you may not be able to access or use all features of this Website.
2.5 Contact

Please send an email to customer@eve-tech.com in case you have any questions concerning
anything on the use of cookies on the Website.
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